APPENDIX ‘G’

Name: ___________  Age: _______________
Sex: ______ Name of Institution/College: _______________
Game: _______  Highest Achievement: _______________

SPORT ACHIEVEMENT MOTIVATION TEST

1. “WHAT YOU WISH TO ACHIEVE IN YOUR SPORTS CAREER” is an important question for you as a student as well as player.

2. This Test is meant to make you understand this proposition as well as to know how you move in this direction.

3. Below are given few incomplete statements, which can be completed by choosing either of the two proposed parts against each statement. Please tick the second part, which in your opinion fits best with the first part.

4. This has nothing to do with your examination. Your answer will be kept secret. Complete all the statements without any hesitation.

5. Finish the test as early as possible without brooding too much over a statement.
1. I enjoy Playing | a) vigorous game (s)  
| b) game (s) which requires little physical effort.

2. As a player I like be called | a) a well equipped player.  
| b) a top scorer.

3. In my life I would like to | a) use sport as a profession.  
| b) use my sports achievements to get other benefits like employment, admission etc.

4. I want to earn fame in sports | a) by my hard work.  
| b) by working hard with the selectors.

5. During the holidays I want | a) to watch matches.  
| b) to spend time in perfecting my game.

6. I take pride in being called | a) a sportsman of fine manners.  
| b) a sportsman of perfect techniques and skills.

7. It is my nature | a) to just participate in sports rather than to compete.  
| b) to take sports competitions seriously.

8. I play the game | a) to keep good health  
| b) to earn a name in the world.

9. I feel extremely unhappy when | a) I lose a match.  
| b) I lose my sports equipment or kit.
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10. Generally I make friends with

a) those who are outstanding sportsmen though not influential.
b) those who are highly influential but sportsmen of lesser ability.

11. I have a tendency to concentrate

a) on one game only.
b) on more than one game.

12. I feel my success depends upon

a) my own hard work.
b) my friends or officials.

13. I feel that winning in sport is

a) something to be proud of.
b) everything for me.

14. I want practice sport so that

a) I may be selected to represent my school/state/nation.
b) my own hard work.

15. I shall feel contended if my team

a) just win a match.
b) crushes the opposite team.

16. In near future, I shall be.

a) a star person.
b) a rich person.

17. Generally I have a feeling that

a) I must represent my country in my sport.
b) I may achieve some success in sport activities.

18. Criticism of my performance

a) helps me to work harder.
b) discourages me a great deal.

19. I would like to

a) do much better than others.
b) the best within my power.
20. Generally I have a feeling

a) that I would a new record in my game/sport.
b) that I shall retire before I reach the top in my game.